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* It keeps you focused on important stuff without distraction.

* It creates a positive first impression which always matters.

* It reflects a brand of success, impact and prosperity in you.

* It increases chances of getting noticed and assigned important tasks.

* It greatly defines your character and of those associated with you.

* It cultivates self esteem, respect and confidence.

* It reflects a healthy state of mind.

* It shows that you care about yourself.

* It reflects your purpose and value.



* Wear closed shoes

* Personal hygiene and good grooming

* Kempt and neatly styled hair
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* Transparent clothing that exposes private parts

* Micro-mini dresses/skirts that do not cover the thighs while 

  standing/sitting

* Exaggerated hairstyles with abnormally shouting colors and that

  conceal the face 

* Excessively tight clothing

* Blouses, tops and T-shirts that expose the breasts or chest

* Torn/Ragged jeans

* Pajamas/Nightdresses, bedroom slippers and crocs

* All kind of shorts are not allowed

* Clothing that displays questionable sayings, profane language/

   indecent messages or mentions alcohol or drugs in any way

* Muscle shirts or crop tops that reveal the navel or stomach

* Excess make up that almost conceals your identity

* Excess jewellery that could interfere with the ability to safely and 

   effectively undertake required tasks

* Dresses, skirts or pants which are slit more than six inches above 

   the knee

* Dreadlocked and spiky hair for both men and women 

* Earrings on men

* Head gear that conceals the face, hats & caps etc

* Plaited hair for men

* Visible tatoos on body

What is not expected of you...
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* Nose rings for both men and women
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dependent

and

What are the consequences of dressing indecently?

a positive image

of themselves of the University’s integrity.

to have violated this guidelines.

access to the University premises will be determined by the dressing

and grooming of each student.

Disciplinary action will be taken to students who violate this guidelines.
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